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1. Libel is in __ form.

     	      complete

     	      oral

     	--->> printed

     	      debatable

2. ___ refers to using a person's name or picture for commercial gain without  their 
permission.

     	      Ambrigation

     	      Adumbration

     	      Degradation

     	--->> Appropriation

3. The principle of descendibility has to do with ___.

     	      distressed organisations

     	      marriage issues

     	      ascension to the throne

     	--->> privacy

4. Prosecutions for sedition must be instituted within ___ of dissemination of the 
seditious matter.

     	      9 weeks

     	      4 months

     	      12 weeks

     	--->> 6 months

5. Printed matter is __.
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     	      transient

     	      affirmative

     	--->> permanent

     	      defamative

6. Privacy suits occur when a person feels ___ the media.

     	      his cause is championed by

     	--->> he has been wrongly portrayed by

     	      he has showed interest in

     	      No option is correct.

7. A man sitting in a cinema hall can  have legitimate expectation of privacy.

     	      TRUE_

     	--->> FALSE_

     	      Maybe

     	      Maybe not

8. __ is not adefence against defamation.

     	--->> Aggression

     	      Justification

     	      Privilege

     	      Fair comment

9. A journalist who eavedrops on a conversation can be considered _____.

     	--->> an intruder

     	      a murderer

     	      a plaitiff

     	      a defender

10. Companies ___ for invasion of privacy.
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     	      can sue for

     	--->> cannot sue for

     	      both A  & B are correct

     	      No option is correct.
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